First contact, when it came, had been unmistakable. The aliens had not spoken only to a few bespectacled computer geeks parcelling out data packets to like-minded geeks. No, first contact had stopped the world and given it a good rocking. Every radio, every television, every terminal and mobile phone had received the transmission. Every screen that could show words did, and everything that could make a sound spoke:
Tick-tock curly-wurly
And that was it. That was the whole of the message. The transmission was nondirectional, appearing to arrive from every which way simultaneously, and the best brains on Earth, as well as television presenters, were stumped as to what the words actually meant. It was clear that the message was for humanity as a whole, not just a few élite governmental high-ups, but it was equally clear that humanity as a whole had no idea what was just said.
The president's first instinct was to find a way of broadcasting a reply. The prof was the head of the appropriate think-tank, so suddenly she found herself on the great carpet of the Oval Office, explaining to the secretary of state, who in turn re-explained to the president, that a technology gap of more than about 200 years would render communication difficult -and, if these aliens were super-intelligent, impossible -unless such advanced creatures were prepared to take the time to talk to us the way we do to cats and dogs.
"Look at it this way, Mr President, " she said. "First contact with an equal is in essence no different from when you see someone you like at a party. "So what you are saying, professor, is that this alien message is actually nothing more than a cheesy pick-up line. " The prof smiled. "Actually, sir, although the message may be seen as having an analogous purpose, it's probably more complicated than that. " "Yes, " said the president, looking at his fingers. "Almost everything seems to turn out that way. " "What do you think the message actually means?" the secretary of state asked, eyes sharp and alert. "Is it a McLuhan-esque test of reasoning where the words actually have no meaning, the mere existence of the transmission being its own message?" The prof shrugged. "As yet I have no real idea. For example, what goes tick-tock?" "A clock, " said the president. "A bomb, " said the secretary of state. "And our DNA is wrapped around in a double spiral, curly-wurly fashion. It could be that the message is saying something along the lines of 'shame about your genetic time-bomb' , or it might be that the whole message is nothing more than someone bending over and clapping their hands together, like when you call a dog over. "
"Why don't we just ask them what they meant?" said the president.
"No!" squawked the prof, a look of blind panic on her face. "Our future survival is staked on our reply. We must figure it out, whatever it takes. " She rode the bus home. The stars had tapped Earth on the shoulder. Her reflection in the window held her gaze.
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